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A

network of castles and fortresses manned by
strong garrisons was one of the most important
elements of the Turkish border defense system.
They were located mostly on the Turkish-Habsburg
(in today’s Slovakia and Hungary) were able to stop
the attacking enemy for a longer time and were as
well as be a starting point for own offensive actions or
force concentrations. Kamianets-Podilskyi is a classic
example of such a defensive position, it was captured
by the Turks in 1672 and until 1699 it was the heart of
the Kamianets province.
Garrisons of border castles included a mix of forces.
The basic elements were usually azabs and janissaries,
in some provinces the latter might have been replaced

by tufekci. Also segban or martolos – light infantry
made up of Balkan Christians – served in some castles.
Besli provided light cavalry support to the garrisons.
Defenders were equipped with numerous artillery,
although the quality of artillerymen, often recruited
and trained locally, was often much below the level of
the professional corps. In case of longer defensive or
offensive operations the garrison could count on the
cavalry levy represented by sipahi and gonullu. Sultan’s
cavus were often included in the more important
garrisons (especially at the Hungarian border). They
advised the garrison commander and could command
some infantry units.

Special Rules:
On Their Own Land
(Deluge, p. 104)

“They are poor scouts...”
(Main Rulebook, p. 374)

Defensive Skirmish Force
(Deluge, p. 42)

Local Artillerymen
(treat as Town Artillerymen from the Muscovite list, Main Rulebook, p. 407)

Cavus
Cavus (Turkish Çavuş– envoy, officer) was a clerk and
a special envoy of the sultan. They performed various
functions ranging from diplomacy to organization
of military units (e. g. segbans). Sometimes a cavus

was appointed as a border fortress commander or a
counselor to a bey or aga. The following rules enable
you to field a cavus on a battlefield.
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Sultan’s Eyes and Ears
Cavus were informers and took cares and ensure that
the will of sultan is properly carried out. The awareness
of awaiting punishment was a great motivation for the
cowardly.
When a cavus Rallies or Reorganize a Unit it may reroll
failed Morale tests. Cavus also has an additional free
Command Point that can be used only to increase the
Morale of any Unit within 20cm of him. Cavus may Rally,
Reorganize and increase Morale of any Unit, excluding
Allies, even if normally he cannot command such Unit.
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Clerk
Cavus is a clerk not a soldier.
Cavus may not join any Units.

The Red Banner
Cavus were often given the task of forming segban
units. In such case they were given red banners.
When fielding a cavus in a Turkish Border Garrison
1648-1676 you may increase 1 segban warband by 2
bases for free.
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NOTES:

Special Rules:
On Their Own Land, “They are poor scouts...”, Defensive Skirmish Force,
Local Artillerymen

+1 FSP for fielding Sahaloz light guns. The list shows the number of guns
depending on the size of the Skirmish Force.
+1 FSP for fielding cavus. If you have 3 segbans or azab warbands you may field
cavus for free.
* You may join 2 segban warbands or 2 azabs warbands into a single Squadron.
You may do it even if (in case of segbans) you would exceed the 12 bases per
Squadron limit.

* Gonullu and besli may not be equipped with shields or spears.
* Sipahi may not be equipped with shields or lances
* You may field only one azabs warband with bows

